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4. Financing risk and uncertainty Dr Kevin Scally

Deal or no deal

• Baltussen, G., Post, T., & Van Den Assem, M. J. (2007). Reference-Dependent 
Risk Attitudes: Evidence from Versions of Deal or No Deal with Different 
Stakes: SSRN.

• Suggests that DOND contestants are influenced by earlier expectations, 
even where the circumstances have changed radically

• Their perception of the starting value of the reward affects their decision 
about risk, even where that value as absolutely diminished

• We find it hard to acknowledge our losses
• A mathematician plays the stock market John Allen Paulos:
• Despite strong evidence to sell, Paulos desperately hung on to his stock as 

the price plummeted, proving that a head for numbers doesn't always 
translate to Wall Street know-how.

Risk

• When I walk into a casino and put down my chips on the roulette table I know 
that my odds of winning are 1 in 37 or 38

• If I pick six numbers in the Irish Lotto I know that my chances of getting the 
jackpot are greater than eight million to one.

• Small odds
• But my bet in both case can also be small
• And I can quantify my losses against my small chance of winning
• I know the average risk

Uncertainty

• John Maynard Keynes (General Theory) 1937
• ‘The game of roulette is not subject to uncertainty...Even the weather is only 

slightly uncertain. The sense in which I am using the term is that in which the 
prospect of a European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of 
interest twenty years hence, or the obsolescence of a new invention...

• About these matters there is no scientific basis on which to form any 
calculable probability whatever. We simply do not know.’



Risks, uncertainties and incentives

• Risk to investment in international trade was higher than domestic
• Risk and uncertainty can be reduced by

• Insurance
• Technology
• Laws - contract law
• International legal agreements
• Limit liability

• Incentives can be increased by
• Reducing factor costs - raw materials, competitors, labour
• Give monopolies - charters - market power
• Laws - patents, trademarks, copyright
• Increasing the market size
• Increase the market opportunities - diversity, variety

Caution and creativeness

• To a banker innovation is risky
• Invention is simply the most certain way of losing money
• Bankers will say it gives far less pleasure, pound for pound, than putting 

money on a horse
• Even for continuing firms innovation is risky
• Business history suggests that caution has been as much a characteristic of 

innovating business people as creativeness
• Inventors are usually astonished at how low a level of risk business people will 

shy away from
• 91% of one US survey expected pay-off (exit) within five years

Serial inventor/innovator: Mark Champkins
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How risk falls

• Once there is a working prototype, risk falls sharply
• As the technical problems are solved it falls more gradually
• When the product is standardised the risk is little more than normal trading
• The information curve mirrors the risk curve - we start with no information
• Cashflow changes from negative to positive during innovative stage
• We will see competition based on imitation
• Because of early losses, real profit is not seen until well into the period of 

technical competition
• To the financial mind the most attractive time to invest is around halfway 

along the line, around the end of innovation and the beginning of imitation.

Raising finance

• Thus individuals and firms find it almost impossible to raise money for new 
ideas in the earlier stages

• But find money being pushed at them when it becomes clear that innovation 
is nearing the standardisation stage

• Every investor is looking for an innovation just after ‘unstick’ point - when lift 
off is achieved.

• Not too late 
• If a project is going to be a success, getting in earlier rather than later is an 

advantage



Irrational investment: friends, family and fools

• Investment in the early stages, either during invention, up to working 
prototype, or in early innovation stages, is not rational

• These stages are characterised by more uncertainty than risk
• Information is at its lowest point
• We know hardly anything
• We go on faith
• This is the stage when inventors mortgage their homes to get to the prototype 

quickly
• Or wealthy patrons, with great belief in the individual, provide backing without 

careful scrutiny of their ideas
• Some merchant banks have what they call ‘racing money’ for this purpose
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Financial innovation

• In 1947 added value to GDP by US financial sector was 2.3%
• In 2007 it was 8.1%
• This means that “$1 if every $13 paid to employees...went to people working 

in finance”
• Much of this is a result of innovations in the financial sector supported by 

lobbying and low regulation
• In the UK in 2006 same figure was 9.4% of GDP
• “Anything can serve as money”
• “And now it seems, in this electronic age nothing can serve as money too. 

(Ferguson)”
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Who were these people?

• Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Charlotte Mary Yonge, 
Charles Kingsley, R. D. Blackmore, Richard Jefferies

• Lawrence Alma-Tadema, Frederic Leighton, E. J. Poynter, J. W. Waterhouse, 
Herbert J. Draper, G. F. Watts, Albert Moore, Valentine Prinsep, William Blake 
Richmond, Evelyn de Morgan, Robert Fowler,  J. W. Godward,  John Collier,  
T. R. Spence, Elihu Vedder. 

Artists and Traders

Non-monetary criteria

Monetary criteria

What money measures

• The extent to which any activity is public and conditioned by the external 
world of verifiable facts and concrete realities

• not the world of the private or personal, the world of the imagination, where 
things are as they might be, not as they really are

• The innovator straddles both worlds
• Some innovations, like in areas of technology, may be better judged by 

money-making capacity
• But Semmelweis’s hopeless battle for hygiene* has an importance for 

humanity that money cannot measure

*This was covered in the antibiotic case; or see Wikipedia

What money measures

• Creativity is involved in every role from the artist to the trader
• But the amount of creativeness in any activity can never be judged simply by 

what people are prepared to pay for it in the short term 
• Much recognition of creativity is left to posterity
• This is not acceptable for business since goods or services must be 

acceptable now, not in the future



Time

• A frequent cause of business failure is that the time scale of the transactions 
is too long for the firm’s capital resources

• André Citröen ran a successful and innovative motor factory until the 1930s
• Completed the design for a car which was well ahead of its time
• Design had many features not adopted until post war by other firms
• His money ran out just before the car reached the market
• Firm purchased by Michelin
• The design was an outstanding success

Financing innovation

• Some commercial banks 
• Venture capital providers
• University research spin offs
• Most successful was American Research and Development (ARD); but most 

of its success was the result of a very few investments
• Many produced nothing

Financing invention

• Risk has not been quantified
• =Total uncertainty
• It has been argued that even largest firm cannot ‘insure’ its failures against its 

successes with a sufficient spread of investments
• An inventor will never raise money from a bank
• Even an innovator where uncertainty has been reduced to risk will have great 

difficulty
• When Chester Carlson needed money for Xerox no bankers were interested

Public backing of invention

• Since the war there have been many state-sponsored bodies to provide 
finance for innovation and invention

• British National Research Development Corporation (NRDC).
• Only 3% of ideas offered made any money
• The most successful had been financed from a different source during its 

invention stage, at Oxford University
• NRDC is an investor of last resort - many good ideas wont reach them
• record of government sponsored bodies generally has not been good
• Bureaucrats are not the right people to assess technologies



SBIR scheme in the US

• United States Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Act 0f 1982
• Changed the law so that seed capital could be provided by public funds  but 

in a market context
• Understood that the first money must face uncertainty
• It can never be a rational investment
• Only the State can provide such funds - but all State action encounters the 

twin problems of ‘cover’ for employed investors, and the multiple decision 
points in a bureaucracy.

SBIR scheme in the US

• Program format devised by Roland Tibbetts of the National Science 
Foundation

• Tested over several years
• Legislation meant that every Federal agency was obliged to establish and 

SBIR program to divert a proportion of its annual budget
• Originally 1.25%, later double to 2.5%
• to the financing of R&D projects in firms with less than 500 employees (Small 

Firms in the US)

SBIR scheme in the US

• Provides over $2 billion annually to small businesses to research high risk 
innovations

• Solicits research in a variety of subject areas
• Most patent and proprietary rights remain with the small business
• Funds do not have to be repaid---SBIR is not a loan program
• Does not require owner to sacrifice equity in the company

SBIR scheme in the US

• SBIR has three distinct phases. 
• Phase I explores the feasibility of innovative concepts with awards up to 

$100,000 for about 9 months. (feasibility study) 
• Only Phase I award winners may compete for Phase II, the principal R&D 

effort, with awards up to $750,000 over a two-year period. (prototype)
• There is also a Phase III, in which non-Federal capital is used by the small 

business to pursue commercial applications of the R&D. Also under Phase III, 
Federal agencies may award non-SBIR-funded, follow-on grants or contracts 
for products or processes that meet the mission needs of those agencies, or 
for further R&D.



SBIR scheme in the US

• No proposal may be longer than 25 pages
• This speeds the review process and favours firms or individuals with limited 

resources
• Opportunity costs are recognised. The awards can include provision for the 

firms normal overheads
• A fee of 7% towards the distraction from a firms normal activities, caused by 

the research, is allowed
• Applications are reviewed by technical experts in the various agencies, not by 

civil servants


